Arid Ltind Studies program
begins this fall at Texas Tech
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Skilled men and women are needed today
in the sciences or humanities of arid lands
throughout the world, and Texas Tech
University is getting ready to fulfill that need.
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This inleliisciplinary program, beginning in
" -· the fall, will be coordinated by the International
::;;3Jp.pn~::fW"1.,~id and Semi-Arid Lands
(IC~S'A.!i1.Sl~i' Texas Tech.
"A third of the earth's land surface is arid or
semi-arid and man is creating additional
demands on these areas for producing food
and forage, and also for settlement," said
Dr. Harold E. Dregne, director of I CASALS.
The new program will provide training in
land use planning in arid regions,
environmental studies, social and cultural
aspects of arid lands, and teaching and
consultancy work in various fields, according
to Dr. Idris R. Traylor, deputy director of
ICASALS and Graduate School adviser for
the program.

The university has been involved in numerous
research projects related to arid lands and
courses are already being offered on arid
land studies, " but now we have recognized
the need for special basic education in arid
lands," Traylor said.
Each student in the program will take nine
hours of broadbased interdisciplinary "core
courses." These core courses will include the
geography, natural environment, and the
cultural environment of arid lands.
Twenty-one hours of more specialized courses
would be taken by each student to provide
him with a "special field" in either the sciences
and engineering of arid lands or the social
sciences and humanities of arid lands.
Students opting for the sciences or engineering
aspects will receive an M.S. degree, while
others will receive the M.A. Ten $500.00
scholarships will be given to selected students
enrolling in the program.
The total curricula has been divided into 27
courses to be taught by 35 instructors in
eighteen different departments on the Lubbock
campus.
Additional information on the Arid Lands
Studies program is available by writing to
Dr. Idris R. Traylor at ICASALS.

Crop studies
at TTU may
solve crisis
Encouraging results in the crop
research program at Texas Tech
University offer promise for
development of high-yielding, droughttolerant sorghum and millet varieties.

WEST TEXAS SORGHUM-Dr. Daniel R. Krieg, plant
physiologist at Texas Tech, examines a sorghum head
from the university's experimental farms. Krieg'sinvestigations on sorghum and millet genotypes are conducted
under green house and field conditions in the semi-arid
region of West Texas.

The crop physiology research program
in the Plant and Soil Science
Department at Texas Tech is aimed at
determining yield-limiting physiological
and developmental systems in sorghum
and pearl millet as they relate to water
stress.
"In order to meet future, and even
current, world food demands more and
more land must be brought into
production. This will involve the arid
and semi-arid areas of the world and
valuable data will then be needed on
(contd. on page 2)

Crop studies
(contd. from page 1)
how limiting soil moisture in these
areas affects crop yields," said Dr.
Daniel R. Krieg, crop physiologist and
principal investigator for the
research program.
Sorghum and millet are popular crops
in arid lands. When available moisture
is insufficient for corn or rice, farmers
grow sorghum. But when it is too dry
for sorghum, farmers turn to millet.
Texas Tech's research program is
critical to West Texas and other areas
of the world where irrigation water
supplies are declining. The university
is located in the heart of the largest
and most intensive grain sorghum
production area in the U.S., but
production will fall unless stresstolerant genotypes are soon developed.
Results obtained indicate that large
genotypic differences exist in
photosynthetic rates, and these
differences are dependant on the stage
of development and stress intensity.
"Certain growth stages are more
sensitive than others, but genotypic
differences, we believe, will help in
determining which genotype responds
best to a particular level of stress."
The Texas Tech crop physiologist has
obtained the drought-tolerant pearl
millet genotypes from the International
Center for Research in Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISA T), a research
institution ip India. ICRISA T houses
the world collection of millet genotypes.
Krieg is at present emphasizing carbon
metabolism in sorghum and millet.
Other areas include nitrogen
metabolism and membrane integrity.
Parental lines and corresponding
hybrids are being investigated to
determine the heritability of the
various physiological systems.
The Agency for International
Development (AID) and Texas Tech
University are supporting Krieg's
investigations. Graduate students
from Ghana, Niger, and the U.S. are
working with Krieg.

!CASALS, Inc., is a non-profit research
and education organization located at
the International Center for Arid and
Semi-Arid Land Studies. Contributions
may be made to !CASALS, Inc., on a
tax exempt basis.
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WINNING TEAM-Texas Tech University's Range Plant Identification Team won the
first prize this year at the annual meeting of the International Society for Range
Management, Portland, Ore. Team members left to right are: Standing; Boone
Kauffman, Weldon Sears, Russ Lasater, John Wimberley. Sitting; John Galbraith,
Marlynn Sewell, Jack Spears and Coach, Dr. Russell D. Pettit, associate p rofessor
of range and wildlife management.

Texas Tech wins plant
identification contest
For the second consecutive year,
Texas Tech University's Range
Plant Identification Team won top
prizes at the annual meeting of the
International Society for Range
Management at Portland, Ore.
The Texas Tech team won the first
prize with 2,987 total points out of
3,000. In the individual contests, two
Texas Tech students, John Galbraith
and Russ Lasater, tied for first place
with 996 points out of 1,000. Second
place also went to a Texas Tech student,
John Wimberley, who scored 995
points. The fourth team member,
Weldon Sears, scored 983 points to
finish sixth.
Other team representatives who
served as alternates were: Boone
Kauffman, Marlynn Sewell and Jack
Spears.
This is the ninth time in 14 years
that the university's team has won
the first prize. Texas Tech has won
the second prize one time and the
third place twice. The team first
entered the competition in 1964.
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The international society has several
thousand members all over the world,
including educators, ranchers, farmers
and professionals with United Nations
and U.S. agencies.
The current president of the society
is Dr. Thadis Box, Dean of the College
of Natural Resources, Utah State
University, Logan, Utah. Box was
director of I CASALS during 1966-70.
Dr. Russell D . Pettit, of the range
and wildlife management faculty at
Texas Tech, coached this year's team.
"The team began preparing for the
contest in November. They were
genuinely interested in range plants
and wanted to excel in this area. Each
member had learned minute details
of the plants," Pettit said.
Texas Tech has a collection of
about 5,000 range plants. They
have been collected over many years
and preserved by the Range and
Wildlife Management Department,
he added.

Byssinosis causing agent
studied by TTU biologist
Cotton mills are all over the world,
and so is byssinosis.
An occupational disease affecting
cotton textile mill workers, byssinosis
is caused by long term inhalation of
fine respirable dust particles that
are produced in a cotton processing
unit.
There is no cure, however, because
scientists have still not been able to
identify the agent causing the disease.
One study at Texas Tech University
is aimed at doing just that. Dr. Philip
R. Morey of the biological sciences
faculty is looking at extremely small
particles that are present in cotton
dust.
"The vegetable dust emitted during
processing at the textile mill could
be composed of the pulverized or
micronized remains of cotton trash,
especially fragments of cotton bract,
leaf and certain weeds present in
baled cotton," Morey said.
In the U.S. a bale of cotton contains
an average of one to three per cent
of foreign material because most of
it is removed in the gin. But in other
countries, Morey said, the percentage
might vary.

Morey's preliminary work indicates
that it might be the quality of cotton
dust and not the quantity that irritates
the human lung tissue. The agent
causing the problem originates in
the foreign material that enters the
harvested seed cotton and not from
the lint fiber itself.
His studies are supported by Cotton
Incorporated and the Natural Fibers
and Food Protein Commission of
Texas.
The Texas Tech researcher is
determining how readily each of the
botanical trash materials are made
into dust in the textile mill. The
estimations are made by actually
collecting samples of atmosphere in
a cotton textile mill. Controlled
amounts of the foreign material are
added to the unprocessed cotton.
Once these pass through the equipment
at the mills, they are broken down
into very small particles that float
in the atmosphere. Each trash material
is previously dyed so that Morey can
look for a particular color when
observing the dust particles with
sensitive microscopes.

Texas cattle prefer native African grass
A new gourmet forage for Texas
cattle has come to stay.
A native variety of Botswana and
Rhodesia, Kleingrass is preferred
by Texas cattle over some of the
existing grasses, experiments at Texas
Tech University indicate.
The South African grass is well
adapted to a wide range of soils, and
plantings have thrived under dry
conditions.
"For all soils, other than sands, with
an annual rainfall of 15 to 30 inches,
Kleingrass is by far the best forage,"
said Dr. Bill E. Dahl, range and
wildlife management researcher at
Texas Tech.
Dahl suggested caution, however, in
feeding Kleingrass to sheep and
goats, "as some researchers report
a possible poisoning problem."

Kleingrass provides adequate forage
quality for slight to moderate gains
during most years throughout the
last four months, but animals will
loose weight during the January to
March period, Dahl said.
" Kleingrass is palatable not only
during the growing seasons, but
throughout winter. Established stands
have survived temperatures of minus
18 degrees Fahrenheit."
Fertilized Kleingrass produces about
325 pounds of beef per acre, while
the unfertilized grass produced 225
pounds of beef per acre, according
to Dahl's results for 1974-76.
The Texas Tech range and wildlife
management researcher said that
Kleingrass produced adequate forage
when seeded alone and also competed
well with native species in mixed
seeding.
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BYSSINOSIS AGENT-Dr. Ph il ip R.
Morey of the b iological sciences faculty
at Texas Tech looks at samples of atmosphere from cotton mills for agents
causing byssinosis. Inset shows small
particles (greatly enlarged) from a
weed found in some cotton f ields.
Morey suspects these particles might
be involved in causing byssinosis.

India to host arid
lands conference
A review and an inventory of arid
lands technology will be made at an
international symposium to be held
Feb. 14-18, 1978, at Jodhpur, India.
The Central Arid Zone Research
Institute (CAZRI) and the Indian
Society of Desert Technology, both
at Jodhpur, are sponsoring the
symposium ..
Other major objectives of the
International Symposium on Arid
Zone Research and Development
are: To evaluate areas of research
where the developed technology can
be immediately transferred to the
field for the benefit of the rural
population; to identify the gaps in
existing scientific knowledge on
desert reclamation technology for
the purpose of adequately strengthening
the weaker areas of research; and to
evolve a futuristic research program
for the arid lands and drought prone
areas.
For more information, write to Dr.
H. S. Mann, Vice-Chairman, Central
Arid Zone Research Institute, Jodhpur
342 001, India.

Toxic issue
to be settled
this year
Phenoxy herbicides are cheaper than
most others, but the economics of
using a few of them is accompanied
by an international scientific
controversy about their toxic effects.
A Candian Wildlife Service study
indicates the presence of toxic
contaminants in some phenoxy
herbicides, but a U.S. Air Force
study does not.

.
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CONGRESSMAN'S VISIT-Mr. Thomas Foley, Chairman of the United States House
of Representatives Agricultural Committee, right, meets with Dr. Cecil Mackey,
president of Texas Tech, center, and Dr. Anson R. Bertrand, dean of Texas Tech's
College of Agricultural Sciences. The Congressman was in Lubbock to address the
Texas Cotton Association meetings. Bertrand and Mackey discussed federal funding
for agricultural sciences research with Mr. Foley. The Congressman also toured the
facilities of the College of Agricultural Sciences.

How many fibers to a cotton seed?
Arboreum has 18,335 and Hirsutum
has 16,458. But the average length
in Hirsutum is longer!
This does not make much sense by
itself, but if Arboreum and Hirsutum
are cotton varieties and the figures
indicate the number of lint fibers per
seed, the result is a new measure for
cotton yield.
Time was when counting the lint
fibers on an individual seed and the
average length of the fibers would
have been an impossible task, but no
longer.
With a scanning electron mkroscope
and a sophisticated pocket calculator,
a Texas Tech University researcher
has introduced a new measure for
cotton yield-lint fibers per seed or
per square mm. of the seed surface.
The computations take about a minute
per seed and can be statistically
analyzed.
"Besides the quality of the fiber, the
quantity per seed seems to be a very
important measure of yield," said
Dr. Jerry D. Berlin, biological sciences
researcher at Texas Tech.

Berlin's technique enlarges the seed
20 to 500,000 times. His studies are
designed to discover possible desirable
features in comparisons of cotton
seed.
Florida Greenseed, one of the big
names in cotton varieties about 200
years ago, produces 12,800 fibers per
seed on the day that fiber elongation
begins. Some of the commercial
varieties now popular produce only
6,000 fibers per seed at the same time.
Although both types have an ultimate
number of about 60,000 fibers per
seed, the fact that Florida Greenseed
gets an earlier start in fiber production
is thought to be significant.
" Electron microscope technology has
been around for some time now, but
we are the first ones to use it for
this particular purpose," he said.
With an enlarged view of the seed,
Berlin takes measurements at five
specified areas on the seed. Using the
size of the seed, the lint fiber counts
at each of the five areas and a long
mathematical equation, Berlin arrives
at the final figure. So far he has studied
at least ten different varieties of cotton.
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Researchers at Texas Tech University
are studying one such herbicide,
2, 4, 5-Trichlorophenoxyacetic
acid, known as 2, 4, 5-T . The toxic
contaminant supposedly present in
this herbicide is 2, 3, 7, 8Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxyn or
TCDD.
Results that will be obtained at the
end of this year are likely to settle the
controversy in part.
Texas Tech's range and wildlife
management researcher, Dr. John
D. Garcia, is collecting mud, water
and animal tissue samples to determine
the residual life of the herbicides
and whether or not TCDD is present
in the residues. The samples are
being collected ever since the
experimental site was sprayed with 2,
4, 5-T in June, 1976. Garcia's results so
far indicate that the residual
concentrations are not a severe threat
to the environment.
" The herbicide and the contaminant
possibly undergo photo decomposition
in sunlight," Garcia said.
The Texas Tech researcher's work
is supported by the U.S. Forest
Service and the Texas Legislature.
His investigations will continue
through 1978.

Information exchange
The !CASALS international information
exchange program has recently received
materials from the following institutions:
Land Resources Division, Ministry of
Overseas Development, Great Britain;
International Commission on Irrigation
and Drainage, India; Sudan Agricultural
Society, Sudan; Academy of Sciences.of
the Turkmen Soviet Socialist Repubhc,
U.S.S.R. ; Institute for World Economics
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Hungary.

'Original aggressiveness'
is no excuse for humans
"Modern man cannot use the excuse
that humans are aggressive by origin,
because 15,000 years ago and before
that, humans were not aggressive."
Primitive man was successful because
of his ability to coordinate, cooperate
and share, "and by looking into our
past we might be able to get a better
sense of our present as well as our
future," Richard Leakey told a
capacity crowd at Texas Tech
University, March 9, 1977.
Successor to a famous family tradition
in the search of man's origin, Leakey
spoke on his anthropological
discoveries in Tanzania, Kenya and
Ethiopia.
"All humans share a common
biological origin and the differences
are only superficial. I do not believe
that the present human species, homo
sapiens, will be extinct. That is not
inevitable," Leakey said.
"Our survival depends on our ability
to deal with the future as a group
community. We cannot fight each
other because the weapons which
have been developed will destroy all
men," he said.
The 33-year-old anthropologist is
a graduate of the Duke of York School,
Nairobi, Kenya. Without any formal
university education, Richard Leakey
has been digging for fossils since he

was old enough to hold a shovel and
lead his first expedition at the age of
20.
He has received practical training in
paleo-anthropology from two
extremely gifted teachers, his parents,
Mary and Louis Leakey.
Leakey said humanity appears to
have begun in Africa. A skull of homo
erectus, the line leading to modern
man, and other evidence was found
by Leakey in Africa to lead him to
believe that Africa was the birth
place of humanity.
"It is quite possible, however, that

original man came from Asia or even
Europe. But evidence today does not
indicate that. Much work needs to
be done in parts of Asia and Europe."
The present-day harsh and hostile
environment at Lake Rudolf, Kenya,
site of Leakey's investigations, is in
marked contrast to the ancient land,
where once lush grass and a hospitable
climate encouraged early man to
live along the shores of the rich lake.
As the lake levels rose and fell through
heavy rains and prolonged dry spells,
Leakey said, layers of silt and clay
covered the remains of lakeside
animals, whose bones, thus protected,
fossilized. Massive forces in the
Great Rift valley system fractured
the base rock and set it atilt. Erosion
then laid bare the fossil-rich sediments.

Solar energy from desertic terminal lakes
Solar energy and other innovative
uses of terminal lakes are among the
subjects to be discussed at an
international conference on desertic
terminal lakes at Weber State College,
Ogden, Utah, May 2-5, 1977.
Terminal lakes are those without a
river basin leading from them or ones
that lack any water outlet. The lakes
are formed by precipitation or run
off from other lakes. The salt
concentration is very high in terminal
lakes.
The conference is being sponsored
by the college in cooperation with

the Utah GeologicalSurvey and the
Utah Water Research Laboratory.
Besides solar energy, the conference
will discuss lake level control and
hydrology, brine chemistry,
manufacturing application of brine
chemicals and historic climatology
and lake level prediction.
Several scientists from the U.S.S.R.
and Israel are expected to attend.
Interested persons can contact: Deon
C. Greer, Chairman, Department
of Geology-Geography, Weber State
College, Ogden, Utah 84408, U.S.A.
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LEAKEY-Noted anthropologist, Richard
Leakey, shows the difference in the
cranial cavity of two skulls that he
found during his investigations in
Kenya. The 33-year-old anthropologist
spoke at a press conference and addressed a meeting at Texas Tech with over
1,000 student and faculty members
attending .

New
social sciences
association
A professional association of
scholars in the social sciences
and humanities of man's
experience in arid and semi-arid
environments is in the process
of being established.
The organizational meeting of
the association will be held in
conjunction with the Western
Social Science Association
meeting in Denver, Colorado,
April 22.
Prior to the official
organizational meeting, two
sessions on "Human Adjustments
to Arid Lands" will discuss
various human responses to
water scarcity, population
patterns in dry environments,
and use of natural resources in
arid and semi-arid areas.
Additional information on the
association will be available
in the August issue of this
newsletter. Meanwhile, interested
persons can write to Dr. Idris
R. Traylor at I CASALS.

Population boom
will demand more
agriculture research
"The world will have to learn to
produce as much food in the next 25
years as it has since the dawn of time,
if the maximum projected growth in
global population by the year 2000
is correct."
In 1976 world population was
estimated at over 4.1 billion and the
highest estimate for the year 2000 is
7.5 billion, said Dr. Anson R. Bertrand,
dean, College of Agricultural Sciences,
Texas Tech University.
Bertrand was speaking at the annual
meeting of the Southwest Region of
the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers, April 6, in Lubbock. The
meeting was hosted by Texas Tech.

"With the lowest estimate of 5.9
billion, food production will have to
increase by 70 per cent."
A major portion of the burden for
seeking the additional knowledge that
will increase world food production
will fall upon American universities
and colleges engaged in agricultural
research and teaching, he said.
"But these institutions will not be able
to take this responsibility unless
agricultural research becomes a
national high-priority item. Today,
agricultural research is static, while
research funding and staffing for other
areas such as space studies, defense
and transportation has gone up,"
Bertrand emphasized.

TTU biologists visit Egypt
The fourwinged saltbush might
provide the answer to forage
production in the arid lands of the
Middle East.
A salt-tolerant plant native to the
U.S., the saltbush not only thrives
under desert conditions, but produces
high protein forage for livestock.
The biological name of the fourwinged
saltbush is "Atriplex canescens."
Preliminary investigations by Texas
Tech University researchers indicate
the possibility of transplanting Atriplex
in the Egyptian deserts if seed
production and entomological
problems can be overcome.
Drs. J. R. Goodin and D. K.
Northington of the biological sciences
faculty at Texas Tech recently visited
Egypt to lay the gound work for
future joint research on salt-tolerant
plants, or halophytes. The trip was
funded by the Smithsonian Institution
Foreign Currency Exchange Program
and coordinated by !CASALS.
The two biologists have previously
investigated halophytes from
southwestern United States, the
Mediterranean region, South America
and Australia.
The idea first originated when Dr.
M. A. Zahran of Mansoura University

in Egypt came to Texas Tech to attend
the International Salinity Conference,
Aug. 16-20, 1976. Zahran read a
paper on transplantation of salttolerant plants in saline soils in Egypt.
The conference was sponsored by
I CASALS.
The Texas Tech biologists have
identified entomological problems
associated with seed production in
Egypt. These will be investigated by
Drs. David E. Foster and James
K. Wangberg of the entomology
faculty at Texas Tech.
If appropriate funding is available,
the project will enable Texas Tech to
train Egyptian scientists on the
Lubbock campus to minimize Egypt's
reliance on external assistance. This
could be achieved through the new
master's program in Arid Land
Studies. The program, administered
by !CASALS, will begin in fall 1977.

The project has one advantage.
Although most halophytes produce
toxic chemicals in saline water,
Atriplex canescens is an exception.
Goodin and Northington's research
indicates that salinity does not increase
the content of toxic chemicals in
A triplex.
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He outlined, however, the proposed
involvement of American educational
institutions in the Title XII, "Famine
Prevention and Freedom From
Hunger" program or the FindleyHumphrey amendment to the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1975.
The central intent of Title XII is to
promote an expanded role for U.S.
agricultural colleges and universities in
helping to solve the critical food
problems of the developing world,
"because of the general belief that
much of U.S. agriculture's success is
due to the combined approach of
teaching, research, and extension in
our universities."
The Title XII effort is being supervised
by a Board of International Food
and Agricultural Development.
Bertrand was appointed to that board
by President Ford.
" The board has been given significant
authority. We are charged with
assisting the Agency for International
Development (AID) in the planning
and implementation of all food and
nutrition programs. The board will also
make an annual report to the Congress
on the past year's programs and
activities projected for five years in the
future," Bertrand added.
Although AID has used the expertise
of U.S. universities in foreign
assistance programs, the new legislation
permits more systematic and long-term
application of their scientific and
technological expertise for the benefit
of developing nations.
"Universities will be encouraged to
integrate their overseas and domestic
efforts to achieve maximum feedback
of the overseas experience into their
own research, teaching and public
service responsibilities," he concluded.

Commonwealth journals
Commonwealth journals on sorghum
and millet, triticale, irrigation and
drainage, maize quality protein,
tropical oilseeds and numerous other
agricultural subjects published by the
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau
will now be available in the U.S. and
Canada through UNIPUB.
A separate journal is devoted
to each subject, with information
drawn from over 7 ,000 publications
and 100,000 citations per year.
For more information write: UNIPUB,
Box 433, Murray Hill Station, New
York, N.Y. 10016.

; SPINNING TALES
-Dr. John D.
Brodford, dean
of Texas Tech's
College of
Engineering ,
center, shows
the length of
the West Texas
cotton fiber to
Mr. Abdel Khalik
M. Zahran,
director,

International
Organizations
and External
' Relations, Ministry
of Trade, Egypt.
, At right is Mr.
James Parker,
director of Texas
Tech's Textile
Research Center.

Senior Egyptian official
visits Texas Tech University
Egypt is exporting more and more of
its long staple cotton and importing
the short staple varieties for domestic
use, according to a senior official in
the Egyptian Ministry of Trade.
"The long staple cotton has a good
export market and enjoys a higher
price, while the short staple varieties
are relatively cheaper to import," said
Mr. Abdel Khalik M. Zahran, director,
International Organizations and
External Relations, Ministry of Trade.
Zahran made these comments
while discussing the international
cotton market with James S. Parker,
director of the Textile Research Center
at Texas Tech University.
The Egyptian official, who is also a
Research Associate for the
International Cotton Advisory
Committee, was visiting Texas Tech
as a part of a training program
sponsored by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA).
His visit to Lubbock was arranged by
!CASALS.
Zahran was in Lubbock, March 29-31,
when he visited the College of
Agricultural Sciences, the Textile
Research Center, and also met with
!CASALS directors.
Mr. Lynn Kemper of the Texas
Department of Agriculture gave
Zahran a tour of the Lubbock area to
explain all the phases of the cotton
mdustry in West Texas, from planting

and cultivation through compressing
and cotton seed oil production.
Zahran also visited the cotton classing
office of the USDA.
Zahran concluded his visit to
Lubbock with a tour of the Plains
Cotton Cooperative Association
facilities. The association's officers
explained how computer technology
was being used to reduce time and
efforts in selling cotton.

Conference on
waste disposal
If natural precipitation can seep to
underground water resources, the
question is will waste disposal pollute
them.

A conference at New Mexico State
University will discuss this question
May 26-27, 1977, at the Airport
Marina Hotel, Albuquerque, N.M.
The seventh Rocky Mountain Ground
Water Conference, "Waste Disposal
and Ground Water in the Rockies,"
will emphasize mining and milling,
municipal, domestic and nuclear
wastes, and oil field brine disposal,
and how all these affect underground
water.
For more information contact William
E. Hale, Water Resources Division,
U.S.G.S., P. 0. Box 26659,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87125, U.S.A.
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USDA post
for TTU
graduate
"Agricultural affairs exceed all
geographic boundaries."
That is the philosophy of John C.
White, a Texas Tech University
graduate who was recently appointed
Deputy Secretary, U.S. Department
of Agriculture in President Carter's
administration.
White graduated from Texas Tech
in 1946 with a bachelor's degree in
agriculture and is the university's
highest-ranked alumni in the federal
government.
He served as Commissioner, Texas
Department of Agriculture, for a
continuous period of 26 years since
he first contested in 1950.
In world food affairs, White served
as consultant on agriculture for both
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson and
played an important role in organizing
the National Democratic Agricultural
Policy Group. He was also President
Johnson's representative to the
Yugoslavia Trade Conference and
went to Viet Nam as a special advisor,
seeking to establish a self-sustaining
food production program for Southeast
Asia.
Recognizing his work in international
agriculture, France presented White
the Order of Agricultural Merit.
Among his other awards is the Federal
Land Banks Medal, given by the U.S.
Congress and the President for
outstanding contributions to American
agriculture.
Texas Tech gave him the " Outstanding
Leader in Texas Agriculture," award
in 1969.
White was born on a small tenant
farm near Newport, Texas. He
attended rural schools and graduated
from Iowa Park High School in 1942.
In addition to his official duties,
White's personal involvement with
agricultural activities include cattle
raising operations in central Texas.
He taught agriculture at Midwestern
University, Wichita Falls, Texas, and
also managed the university's fa~
during 1946-'50.

KENYAN VISITOR
-Mr. Roughton
K. Nabea, left,
tourism and
administrative

officer for Meru
County, Kenya,
takes a tour of
the Ranching
Heritage Center
at Texas Tech.
Ms . Jennie
Bassett, right,
explained the
individual
exhibits to Nabea.
Center, is Mr.
Herbert Smith,
of the AfricanAmerican

Institute, who
escorted Nabea.

Kenyan visitor has praise for
Ranching Heritage Center
Rapid urbanization in Kenya is giving
a new look to the cities, but at the
cost of cultural and historical
resources.
"Someone needs to stop and gather
the remains of our ancient heritage
and preserve them in a museum,
like Texas Tech University has done
at the Ranching Heritage Center,"
said Raughton K. Nabea,
administrative and tourism official
of Meru County, Kenya.
Nabea made these comments while
visiting the Ranching Heritage Center.
The Kenyan official's visit to Lubbock
and Texas Tech under arrangements
by ICASALS was a part of a month

long U.S. tour planned by the State
Department. He was escorted by
Herbert Smith of the AfricanAmerican Institute.
The Ranching Heritage Center traces
the history and movement of Texas
ranching from its Spanish origins
to the 20th Century. Authentically
· restored structures, each representative
of a time and a place, tell the story
of a great industry.
During his March 13-16 visit to Texas
Tech, Nabea visited with the directors
and staff at I CASALS. He also met
with faculty members from various
areas in the College of Agricultural
Sciences.
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Conference
proceedings
A 600-page volume of what
international soil scientists know about
saline water irrigation has been
prepared by ICASALS and is available
free of charge on request.
"Managing Saline Water for
Irrigation," edited by ICASALS
Director Harold E. Dregne, contains
about 50 scientific papers presented
during the International Salinity
Conference held at Texas Tech, Aug.
16-20, 1976.
The publication suggests that
moderately saline water can be used
successfully for irrigation if what is
known already and what is being
learned now is used effectively. But
it also notes that careless management
of saline irrigation water can be
disastrous to the land and also to the
people living on that land.
More than I 00 scientists from 20
countries discussed plant and soil
effects, classification and management
of saline water, and modelling
techniques for predicting salt contents
in irrigation water during the five-day
conference.

New chairman
Prof. Marvin J. Dvoracek has assumed
duties as chairperson of the
Department of Agricultural
Engineering and Technology at Texas
Tech University.
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